By virtue of a Warrant from the proprietors office granted to Rich. Cooper on the 30th day of August 1726, it by him assigned to James Roland of Stafford County Survey D for in James Roland 65 Ares of Land Situate, being in Stafford County Aforesaid on a Branch of Neape Run, it is bounded as follow. By Beginning at A, a white oak on a knoll on upper side of a branch of Neape Run, right of land of one Wood, thence running to B, line S26°W. 90 p. to B, 3 white oaks on upper head of a branch of Neape Run, thence W. 108 p. to C, 2 white oaks on a place in upper land of Lef. Barkers Lane, thence running with y. Poll land N 10°W. 116 p. to D, a sp. oak in y. Poll land, thence N 0°E. 120 p. to E, a white oak on a first Mentioned Branch, finally down to a branch &aming thence S 67°E. 208 p. to y. first Station as y. plot Annexed
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